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ABSTRACT

The paper presents an analysis of visual attention to subtitles within
immersive media. We implement a 360◦ video rendering with eye
movements recorded in Virtual Reality. Position and color of im-
mersive subtitles are compared in terms of perceived task load and
cognitive processing of the content. Results show that head-locked
subtitles afford more focal visual inspection of the scene and pre-
sumably better comprehension. This type of in-depth analysis would
not be possible without the eye movement analyses.

Index Terms: Applied computing—Arts and humanities—
Psychology—Media arts

1 INTRODUCTION

Immersive technology such as Augmented or Virtual Reality
(AR/VR), or collectively eXtended Reality (XR), are key technolo-
gies for the next generation of human-computer interaction [3].
360◦ videos—also known as immersive or VR360 videos—are an
effective way of offering immersion in VR, thanks in part to the pro-
liferation of Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) and omnidirectional
cameras [4]. Subtitles are critical for multilingual distribution of me-
dia content [9] and for accessibility [1]. Standardized practices have
been adopted largely in the context of 2D non-immersive media [10]
but evaluation of subtitles in VR/AR is scarce [7] and evaluation of
user gaze practically non-existent [6]. To establish novel subtitling
standards in XR, user testing is required.

The present contribution is advancing on controlled experiments
within a recently developed framework for evaluating subtitled
360◦ videos in VR [2] using triangulation of metrics, psycho-
physiological process metrics (eye movements), performance met-
rics (scene comprehension), and self-reports (task-load and prefer-
ences). We present the method and results of the user study to test
position (head-locked vs. fixed) and color (monochrome vs. color)
of subtitles in 360◦ videos. In current poster in focus on effects
of position. The main hypothesis stated that head-locked subtitles
foster better content comprehension manifested by lower task load
and lower demand on cognitive processing.

Features of 360º subtitling. Guidelines and standards for 2D
non-immersive subtitles such as ISO/IEC/ITU 20071-23:2018 in-
clude recommendations regarding not only language issues, but also
formatting e.g., synchronization, font size, type, face, and letter
cases. Media consumption behavior in 360◦ is no longer linear, the
user has the freedom to decide where to watch and for how long.
Therefore new challenges for subtitling emerge: the position of the
subtitles within the 360◦ space, and the identification of the sound
source. To evaluate the readability of subtitles in 360◦ these two
features must be tested using a capable framework.
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2 EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF SUBTITLES

The present study tested cognitive consequences of different forms of
subtitles in 360◦ videos for viewers. The live web testing framework
[5] was ported to Unity 3D to display 360◦ video and to capture data
from the built-in eye tracker. A new system architecture emerged, as
depicted by the schematic in Figure 1(a). The system architecture
was developed to utilize the HTC Vive Pro Eye, which contains a
Tobii eye tracker built in to the display. The application uses two
Unity assets: one optimized for recording and the other for playback.
The linchpin of the architecture is a Data Manager, which stores
data, handles file management, and generates output data in a variety
of formats as required.

Hypotheses. Head-locked subtitles were hypothesized to foster
better content comprehension manifested by lower task load and
lower demand on cognitive processing. Reduced cognitive demand
of head-locked subtitles was expected to facilitate more focal atten-
tion to the scene in comparison to fixed subtitles.

Study design. To test the hypotheses, the eye tracking experiment
followed a 2×2 mixed design where subtitle position was a between-
subjects factor and subtitle color a within-subjects factor. Subtitle
position varied at two levels: fixed position (relative to the scene) or
head-locked (moving with the participant). Subtitle color varied at
two levels: monochrome or colored text, where color was associated
with each speaking character. The two different videos with the
same subtitles positioning and different color were shown to each
participant in counterbalanced order (see Figure 1(b)).

Participants. Twenty-four volunteers (17f, aged M=33.9SD=
11.18) participated in the study. All had above average reading skills
and in most were digital media savvy. They were also in favor of
subtitles declaring to always turn subtitles while watching media
content.

Experimental Procedure. After agreeing and signing a consent
form, participants were given a demographic questionnaire which
included questions on their usage and attitudes towards digital media,
VR, and subtitles in media content. Next, they were familiarized with
the VR headset, and then the built-in eye tracker was calibrated (see
Figure 1(b) (top-left inset)). When comfortable with the VR headset,
participants were presented two stimuli videos with different subtitle
color (monochrome vs. color) both with subtitles presented in head-
locked or fixed position depending on the experimental condition.
The order of video presentation with different subtitle color and
position and between-subjects condition assignment was counterbal-
anced. The main task for the participants was to watch two videos
to get familiarized with their content and plot. Two custom recorded
360◦ videos served as stimuli for the experiment. The first was of
a family, speaking in Arabic, discussing their vacation plans. The
second was of a group of researchers introducing themselves, each
speaking in their language (Spanish, Korean, Catalan, Portuguese,
and English). After viewing videos participants filled out the follow-
ing questionnaires: a NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), subtitle
readability, and video content comprehension (see Figure 1(b)).

3 RESULTS

Comparison of subtitle display modes is broken down into analy-
sis of perceived difficulty (task load) and cognitive processing as
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(a) VR system architecture
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(b) Experimental procedure
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(c) Ambient/focal visual attention

Figure 1: Eye-Tracking VR testing system (a) architecture (from Brescia-Zapata et al. [2]) (b) use in experimental procedure timeline and example
experimental settings (top-left inset), (c) resulting in differences of ambient/focal attention over scene and subtitle Areas Of Interest.

indicated by the K coefficient [8] over Areas Of Interest (AOIs)
representing scene and subtitle regions. Analysing subjective mea-
sures of task load we used a series of 2× 2 mixed design anal-
yses of variance (ANOVA) with two factors in terms of subti-
tle position (head-locked vs. fixed) and subtitle color (color vs.
monochrome). Eye movement measures were analysed with a
3-way ANOVA with mixed design extended by an AOI (scene
vs. subtitles) factor. All statistically significant effects were fol-
lowed by pairwise comparisons with HSD Tukey correction when
needed. Results of ANOVA with the NASA-TLX general score
as the dependent variable revealed a statistically significant main
effect of subtitle position, F(1,21) = 6.39,p< 0.05, η2 = 0.089.
Fixed subtitles induced higher task load (M=5.28,SE=0.28) than
head-locked subtitles (M=4.24,SE=0.30). Moreover, a detailed
series of ANOVAs of the same design for each subscale of the
NASA-TLX revealed that fixed subtitles indicated stat. signifi-
cantly greater frustration (F(1,15)= 7.89,p< 0.02, η2 = 0.150),

effort (F(1,17) = 6.27,p < 0.05, η2 = 0.072), temporal demand

(F(1,20)=7.84,p<0.02, η2 =0.125), and mental demand (with
marginal significance). In line with the hypothesis, ANOVA of
ambient/focal K coefficient revealed only one statistically signifi-
cant effect, the interaction of AOI and subtitle position, F(1,20)=
5.13,p<0.05, η2=0.050 (see Figure 1(c)). Pairwise comparisons
showed that scenes with head-locked subtitles were viewed with
more focal attention than with fixed subtitles although the difference
in K is marginally significant (t(20)=1.93,p=0.07).

4 CONCLUSION

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the readability of dif-
ferent forms of subtitles in 360◦ environments focusing on subtitle
position. Results show that head-locked subtitles are easier and/or
faster to process and afford more focal visual inspection of the scene,
leading to increased performance in terms of content comprehension.
This type of in-depth analysis of subtitle reading would not be possi-
ble without detailed examination of eye movements over subtitles
and scene in 360◦ videos. This work is thus a landmark study of
visual processing of subtitles that will hopefully lead to improved
accessibility of immersive media for different groups of users and
video content.
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